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Introduction 

INSCRUTABLE 
SURFACING 

“Hello? Is anybody out there?” 
Enrobed in a black acoustic sound blanket, artist Baseera Khan sits on the 

foor of a performance space surrounded by audience members in folding 
chairs. Te audience cannot see the artist’s body except for what might be 
glimpsed through a circular cutout in the fabric, embroidered with a sunburst 
design in gold thread. Khan’s voice comes through surrounding speakers as 
they address the audience through a microphone. “Could someone with a 
red shirt approach me, please?” When an audience member responds, Khan 
asks them to remove their shoes, and the artist slowly extends a bare arm 
out of the cutout to retrieve one shoe at a time. Into the microphone, they 
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comment on the shoes, trying one on before dedicating a song and dance to 
the audience participant. Troughout the performance, Khan switches be-
tween singing, dancing, conversing, directing, and sitting silently, all while 
under the blanket.1 At times, Khan invites physical contact, for instance, ex-
tending their arm out of the hole and saying, “You can kiss my hand. I don’t 
make you nervous, do I?” At other times, the artist sits alone in the middle of 
the space and asserts, “I don’t want to talk to anyone. I’m not in a good mood. 
I feel isolated sometimes,” before leading into their next pop song. 

In iterations of their performance Acoustic Sound Blankets, Baseera Khan 
experiments with the bounds of sociality as contoured by the titular tex-
tiles.2 Khan’s performance under the sound blanket remixes tropes of Mus-
lim, South Asian, and brown femme inscrutability that fgure through visual 
cover and anxiety over women and femmes’ capacity to voice. Trough bossy, 
playful, and sullen interactions with the audience, Khan reminds us that their 
vision, too, is blocked, and their hearing is mufed from within the sound 
blanket. Yet what could be narrated as hindrances to sociality and creativity 
are instead the grounds upon which Khan constructs the performance. 

Surface Relations: Queer Forms of Asian American Inscrutability consid-
ers minoritarian aesthetic and afective modes of inscrutability that negotiate 
formal legibility with sociopolitical viability. Tis book studies Asian American 
expressive cultures of surface, such as Khan’s use of sound blankets, that invite 
the reader to the queer relational practices of inscrutability that are all too often 
invisibilized or written of as apathetic or apolitical. Khan’s performance of in-
scrutability does not foreclose interaction but creates modes, space, and time 
through which to be together. Asian American, transnational, and diasporic 
writers and artists have reanimated and reconfgured inscrutability to strategi-
cally perform Asiatic diference as something that disturbs social conventions 
and shares alternative ways of being in time, space, and body. Tese perfor-
mances of inscrutability are vital acts of world-making in a cultural landscape 
that has normalized the nonappearance of Asian American culture. 

Historically, inscrutability has been employed as a powerful Orientalist dis-
course through which a masculinized Euro-American subjectivity emerges, 
producing the centrality of the Western knower who names the racial, gen-
der, religious, and/or national other as “impenetrable or unfathomable to in-
vestigation; quite unintelligible, entirely mysterious.”3 Te particulars of the 
Orientalized person, place, and/or thing are often fattened, homogenized, 
and objectifed in the process, appearing as a surface that can or cannot be 
penetrated. When further considered, however, the casting of the Asian as 
“inscrutable other” also suggests a racialization wherein the other knows 
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figure I.1. Baseera Khan, Acoustic Sound Blankets. Whitney Museum of American Art, 
July 21, 2017. Photograph by Filip Wolak. 

something that cannot be accessed from without. To come into being as an 
inscrutable other is to have claim to modes of doing, knowing, and being that 
are inaccessible from an outside perspective. To claim inscrutability from an 
Asian diasporic positionality, then, is to protect a creative space and time in 
which minoritized lifeworlds may exist for their own audience. 

Te surface performance of inscrutability gives form to the feeting, fuid 
qualities of Asian American sociality that do not appear under neoliberal 
optics. If legibility and meaning making are contingent on the repetition of 
conventions, then Asian American populations are often at a loss. Public 
convention erases Asian American history such that Asian American life is 
not believed to possess a legitimate culture. At the same time, Asian Ameri-
can communities face the generational grief, rage, and trauma of war, im-
migration, and exile, which disrupt the internal continuation of conventions 
as practiced through shared language, nationality, class, and, indeed, race. 
Forms of feminist, queer, trans, and Asian diasporic world-making are even 
more obscured for their deviation from inherited conventions of care and 
kinship. To theorize inscrutable relations through surface aesthetics, then, 
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is to give time and space to these forms of being and becoming that elude— 
whether strategically or compulsorily—ofcial narration. 

Surface Relations explores aesthetic modes of inscrutability through queer 
racial forms of invisibility, silence, impenetrability, fatness/fexibility, distance, 
and withholding. Often these aesthetic modes overlap and amplify one another. 
Tese minoritarian modes are sensible through queer-of-color aesthetics that 
necessarily navigate and elude typical perception. Performing inscrutably is a 
minor racial performative that signals social epistemologies other than white 
nationalist frameworks that narrate Asian American life as white aspiration 
or nonexistence.4 Surface Relations centers the work of contemporary art 
practitioners of Asian descent based in North American settled colonies, and 
theorizes inscrutable aesthetics through critical feminist, queer, and trans 
frameworks to expand possibilities for reading, feeling, and desiring beyond 
nationalist cis-heteronormative epistemic grids. 

Te common dismissal of Asian American, queer, and trans cultural life 
requires a confrontation with the xenophobia against esoteric knowledge. 
Tis book’s meditations on inscrutability are intended not to alienate but 
rather to invite the reader to reconsider the racialization of engagement. 
Trough performance analysis, I shift focus away from individual enlighten-
ment and toward relational, contingent world-making with the contention 
that these inscrutable aesthetic modes vitalize social forms that stagnant 
models of subjectivity and community desperately need. 

Inscrutability asks after the gender and sexual valences of Asian relational-
ity, and the racial aesthetics of queer form. Asian and queer formations are 
entangled, not collapsible, and these entanglements warrant further thought 
in both ethnic studies and queer studies. “Asian American” and “queer” 
emerged as political hails through coalitional activisms of the sixties, seven-
ties, and eighties. Yet under neoliberal capitalism, both terms have hardened 
into identities interpreted as model minorities, a white supremacist discourse 
that drains the terms of their revolutionary politics. To be Asian American 
or queer is often to be narrated toward white-adjacent, wealthy, coupled as-
similation, as exemplifed by model minority discourse or marriage equality 
progress narratives. To feel Asian American and queer can render one illegible 
to dominant epistemes of straight/gay, masculine/feminine, white/Black, cit-
izen/foreigner, settler/Indigenous binaries. Tese racialized feelings of illegi-
bility weigh heavily on psychic health and are symptomatic of racial violence. 
To survive, again and again, the reiterative racial erasure of Asian American 
becoming is to develop a supple creative response to forms and knowledges 
that slip out of identitarian legibility. Afective and aesthetic attunement to 
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inscrutability equips us with tools to question the assimilationist narrative 
for queers and Asians in the United States, and to attend to non-identitarian 
practices of minoritarian world building. 

Readers may hesitate to energize the xenophobic discourse of the in-
scrutable other, as Asian American cultural life remains underrepresented 
in major institutions of power. An incorporative impulse might dismiss a 
historic association between Asianness and inscrutability, and advocate for 
improved representation as a justifed prerequisite for public care and claims 
to humanity. But what, and who, is further excluded in this wish for legibil-
ity? How might these fickering forms of the illegible occasion other modes 
of relating, attuning us to nuanced social practices not premised on racial, 
gender, and sexual fxity? Allowing for the legitimacy of political claims to 
public life, this book theorizes inscrutability as an intervention into liberal 
narratives of racial and sexual progress through assimilation. 

Recognition and inclusion have not been freely granted to Asian Ameri-
cans or queers, and histories of institutional exclusion have necessitated queer 
racial forms and afects for the survival of Asian American culture. Tis book 
reframes inscrutability as a dynamic anti-racist, feminist, and queer aesthetic 
through which Asian American life might become otherwise sensible and 
tenable in contemporary culture—not necessarily for majoritarian recognition 
but for minoritarian life and creativity. Chapter by chapter, Surface Relations 
analyzes Asian American culture through a queered lens of inscrutability by lin-
gering in common criticisms of Asian American life as invisible, silent, impen-
etrable, fat, distant, and withholding. Rather than refute these judgments, this 
book lingers in the negative space that these stereotypes mold to see what 
has grown there and in this way makes a space for Asian American queer life. 

Historical Productions of the (Queer) Inscrutable Asiatic 

When I write of inscrutable surface, I point to the ways in which aesthetic judg-
ments of spectacular exteriority and inaccessible interiority have produced 
conventions of Asian form premised on queer illegibility. Te unknowability 
of what is behind the unspeaking surface, of what cannot be found out from 
an outside perspective, has occasioned deep anxiety and suspicion of Asian 
others throughout the modern age.5 Yellow peril rhetorics visualized China 
and the Orient not only at the farthest edge of the map but also as queered 
objects that embody distance and pure exteriority, whether through trade 
goods, linguistic script, or bodies. Te relational construction of the Orient 
and the Occident cannot be separated from heteropatriarchal constructions of 
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gender in the time of colonial expansion. Rey Chow connects the construction 
of inscrutable China as pure surface with “traditional readings of women as 
passive, silent objects.”6 Tat Asia becomes disciplined as the West’s other, 
characterized as so diferent in its values, customs, languages, and beliefs, is 
epistemically entangled with Christian European ideas of gender and power. 
Inscrutability gives shape to discourses of hyper(hetero)sexualized Asian and 
Asian diasporic women, of emasculated and asexualized Asian American men, 
and, as Mel Chen writes, the trans discursive and embodied practices of Asian 
American gender through regimes of modern racialization.7 

Recall how the bodies of Chinese people created a problem for legal and 
political epistemes in the nineteenth century, which in turn structured ma-
terial problems for Chinese and other Asian lives. Early characterizations 
of inscrutability cohered through remote encounters with Chineseness and 
moved from a discursive reliance on “inscrutable China” to a broader ra-
cialization of Asian inscrutability, compounding through US legal histories 
wherein Chinese immigrants revealed the limits of the law’s existing racial cat-
egories. Early Asian immigrants to the United States were queerly unintelli-
gible, as evidenced by the infamous Prerequisite Cases, where the inconsistent 
taxonomy of Asian bodies rendered immigrants legally inscrutable. Tis was 
reinscribed through their legal classifcation as “aliens ineligible for citizen-
ship” and, in Mae Ngai’s vernacular, “alien citizens.”8 Chinese inscrutability 
set US legal precedent for the inscrutability of Asian immigrants writ large.9 

Te discourse of Chinese and Asian inscrutability made its way into US law as 
racial classifcation, systemically ensuring the foreign status of Asians by de-
priving them of the ability to claim citizenship. Karen Shimakawa shows how 
(white) US Americanness constructs itself in a subjective position through 
the reiterative abjection of Asianness, and that the provisional belonging of 
Asian Americans as Americans requires the jettisoning of one’s Asianness, 
most pointedly through the rehearsal of gender and sexual norms.10 

Tese nineteenth-century legal policies were of a piece with yellow peril dis-
courses that constructed the inscrutable Chinese as unreadable screens from 
an alternate time and space. Consider, for instance, the following description 
from the San Francisco Chronicle in 1906: “Behind the slant eyes of the in-
scrutable yellow face one wonders what thoughts were ficking through the 
brain that has been forty-four centuries in the making, or with what subtle, 
shadowy Chinese contempt for all things Occidental the awakening infant 
was viewing the powwow of nations over his crib.”11 Te Chinese, described 
with “slant eyes” and “yellow face,” is constructed as a fat screen “behind” 
which lies the inscrutable thoughts of an ancient brain. Te Chinese can be 
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understood as a queer fgure of time here.12 Suspiciously withholding, the 
inscrutable Chinese is infantilized in relation to an occidental viewer, implying 
an aberrant or ace sexuality. Note the paradoxical historicity of the inscrutable 
other as both “the awakening infant” and “forty-four centuries in the making,” 
suggesting a queer temporality embodied by the Chinese as both ancient and 
new to the modern era. Tis scene of inscrutability indexes a social encounter 
through a series of aesthetic judgments that construct the Chinese person 
as an epistemological limit, in relation to whose silence the occidental may 
speak. Te voicelessness of the Chinese in this excerpt only ensures their 
inscrutability in relation to the enlightened occidental.13 Nevertheless, the rela-
tionship drawn between the person who judges the inscrutable as such (the 
“one [who] wonders”) and the inscrutable other (what lies “behind the slant 
eyes of the inscrutable yellow face”) acknowledges the existence of multiple, 
potentially incommensurable knowledge systems. 

Contemporary US American public life, with its continued denial of Asian 
American culture, inherits and reiterates this queer construction of Asian for-
eignness. Te Asian racialization of face masks in the spring of 2020, with the 
initial outbreak of covid-19, ofers a contemporary case study for the sur-
face aesthetics of national threat. How otherwise to understand US Ameri-
can resistance to mask wearing during a pandemic, in the name of patriotism 
and freedom, simultaneous to a rise in documented accounts of anti-Asian 
violence? Te face mask operates as a layer that, while fltering air particles, 
obscures the face and stalls speech. Reanimating language of inscrutability 
that confates visual obfuscation with suspicion, silence, and docility, Cathy 
Park Hong writes: “Te masks depersonalized their faces, making the stereo-
typically ‘inscrutable’ Asian face even more inscrutable, efacing even their 
age and gender, while also telegraphing that the Asian wearer was mute and 
therefore incapable of talking back if aggressed.”14 Tese persistent confations 
of inscrutability with racialized anti-American threat have material conse-
quences, as documented in the devastating, racialized coronavirus death toll 
as well as anti-Asian racism.15 Inscrutable surface as queer racial form can 
ofer a way to understand the cultural (racialized, feminized, sexualized) cod-
ing of not only the face mask but also other head coverings (e.g., hijab, niqab, 
burqa), as the deployment of a long-standing construction of Asian/Eastern/ 
Oriental styles as threatening surface. Further, we may connect racialized face 
masks to bdsm aesthetics, such that face covering is imagined as a queer 
racial threat. Such fear/fetish is premised on an Orientalist confation of 
visual obfuscation with inaccessible interiority and suspicious passivity: the 
obscured face refusing speech and legibility, submitting to muteness. 
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Tese persistent racial aesthetics of Asian inscrutable surfaces are re-
produced in and through modern epistemologies, including those that may 
claim no relation to Asia. When Asian form is disavowed as inscrutable sur-
face, it often functions as a shorthand to reassert white or occidental mastery. 
Rey Chow’s critique of Jacques Derrida’s misreading brilliantly proves this 
point: that even the most celebrated critical thought in contemporary let-
ters (deconstruction) relies on a fundamental Orientalism that “hallucinates 
China.”16 Derrida misidentifes the Chinese language as ideographic, instead 
of phonetic, evacuating the script of sound. Deconstruction serves as an-
other example of the continued legacy of Western modern thought based on 
the prescribed, silent inscrutability of China. Chow writes: “At the moment 
of cultural encounter the other is thus crushed against on the outer edge, as a 
mere exterior. Tis exterior, which in this case is literally expressed as an im-
penetrable (sur)face, nonetheless returns to me (the non-Chinese subject) as 
my enlightening, my enhanced understanding, my epistemological progress. 
While the Chinese are inscrutable, I remain lucid; their objectlike obscurity 
constitutes my subjectivity, my humanity.”17 Derrida’s productive construc-
tion of China as “the outer edge” repositions the cognizing “non-Chinese 
subject” as the knowing, enlightened ur-human. Chow’s vital insight is that 
modern thought is so underpinned by the rehearsed casting of China as 
“mere exterior,” vulnerable to another’s judgment as to be “crushed against” 
itself, that critical theory is unspeakable without the axiom of Chinese in-
scrutability.18 As Chow writes, “‘Inscrutable Chinese’ is no longer simply the 
enigmatic exterior of the oriental but also an entire language and culture 
reduced to (sur)face, image, and ideogram.”19 

Te abject inscrutability of the Chinese surface is precisely what ren-
ders Asian form queer. If, as Kadji Amin, Amber Jamilla Musser, and Roy 
Pérez write, “queerness is best understood as a series of relations to form,” 
then Asian racialization takes a queer form through reiterative surface re-
lations to Western critical thought. Orientalism occasions queer forms of 
Asian diasporic relationality, through the unreadable surface, the masked 
face, the impenetrable script. Asian American cultural practices, in turn, 
experiment with queer form by structuring other relationalities and delim-
iting the epistemic bounds of modern thought. More, aesthetic modes of 
inscrutability queer common sense by disorienting the circuitry of West-
ern knowledge. Inscrutability resonates with Amin, Musser, and Pérez’s 
description of queer form “as a name for the range of formal, aesthetic, and 
sensuous strategies that make diference a little less knowable, visible, and 
digestible.”20 
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Queer forms make sensible inscrutable attempts to connect amid con-
ventional sociality. Consider the force of not-knowing in the poem “Elegy for 
the First” by Hieu Minh Nguyen, wherein the speaker addresses a deceased 
uncle who “never married,” “didn’t have children,” and appears in multiple 
photographs with a man identifed as “the roommate.”21 Te family mourns 
the uncle’s death collectively, yet the uncle’s life appears as lack under het-
eronormative convention. Rather than refuse this negativity, however, the 
speaker “walk[s] toward” it. Note the play between presence and absence in 
the second half of the poem: 

Uncle, a story before you sleep: 
here, a child dressed in dust. 

Tis time you wait for him 
before you leave. Here, another: 
once, I ran, face frst, into a mirror 

because I didn’t recognize 
my refection, because I didn’t see a refection at all. 

I feel each shard open me 
as I walk toward you & that man, standing beside 

your open casket. He is there 
in every photograph 

of you smiling. I want to kiss him. 
I want to take him into me, soften his grief 

with my heat & inherit 
any pulse you might’ve left behind. I’m sorry 

for your loss I say or he says 
or neither of us say, I’m not sure. 

I have so many questions. I trace 
your mouth counterclockwise 

but you do not answer. 

Te speaker is a temporal misft “dressed in dust” who sees no place for him-
self in the world as it is, underscored by the imperceptibility of his uncle’s life 
even in death. His queer alienation from his family in this time of mourning 
is also what attunes him to the wordless presence of his uncle’s devoted com-
panion, brightening a capacity to inquire and to desire amid grief. Nguyen 
elegantly structures the poem with gaps in form and content. Te speaker is 
not able to know his uncle’s answers, nor is the reader granted access to the 
questions he would ask him. What awaits the reader, then, is not so much 
information about the uncle’s life or the details of the speaker’s curiosity. 
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Rather, the poem surges with the speaker’s heated desire to reach for him and 
to attend to the quiet intimacies of his life that survive him. To wish to feel 
connected in the face of historical obscurity, and to give that desire a shape, is 
productive of his queer-of-color possibility. Te vital relationality of the poem 
glimmers through this minor queer recognition that eludes as it appears. 

Inscrutability refers to a way of sensing and relating that operates beside 
the normativizing pathways of family and citizenship, and in theorizing in-
scrutability, I wish also to theorize the shame, loneliness, and despair that 
may come from such racial formation. I fnd it helpful to consider the queer 
form of inscrutability like that of the closet, as modern epistemes that rely on 
an interplay between exteriority and interiority.22 Te fgures of the inscru-
table Asiatic and the closeted queer both obstruct a modern will to know 
through public spectacle, through “staying in” as opposed to “being out.”23 

Jean Shin formulates the “foreign closet” for Asian Americans, as a need to 
“come out” as immigrant or Asian, where the Asian American is triangulated 
in a Black/white racial dichotomy as exceptional minority.24 In these writ-
ings by Shin and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, curiously, queer and trans Asian 
Americans (as racially, sexually, and gender-closeted subjects) do not ap-
pear.25 Teir largely separate analysis of race and sexuality, however, must 
not foreclose the capacity to sense out their overlapping constituents. Often 
imagined as a shame chamber that the closeted wishes to break free from, 
the closet is constructed as a space that occasions the liberated subjectivity 
of others. But what if the closeted do not want to come out? In Nguyen’s 
poem, the tacit space of the closet occasions queer kinship with his deceased 
uncle and his “roommate.” To bring life to that space, as the poem does, is to 
reach for what may not be spoken or seen by the rest of the family—and is 
all the more precious for that reason. As Summer Kim Lee writes, opting to 
“stay in,” as a tactical response to the “compulsory sociability” imposed upon 
Asian Americans, can remain a viable option that need not confate asocial-
ity with antisociality.26 What if inscrutable modes make certain worlds more 
livable and even proliferate social possibilities? 

Te Stakes of Obscured Internal Life 

Tere are many ways to hold water 
without being called a vase. 
To drink all the history 
until it is your only song. 
—Franny Choi, “Orientalism (Part I)” 
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Te queer aestheticization of Asian surface has signifcant impacts on the 
legibility of Asian American internal life. Te construction of Asian exteri-
ority obscures racial interiority, shaping frst-person Asian experience and 
material life chances. In this book, I grapple not only with the pain and dam-
age of inscrutable aesthetics but also with their world-making capacities. Here 
my  thinking follows the scholarship of David Eng, Shinhee Han, and Anne 
Anlin Cheng, as well as the writings of scholars across felds, including Sara 
Ahmed, Jefrey Santa Ana, erin Khuê Ninh, and Sianne Ngai, to consider 
the negative afects and ugly feelings of Asian racialization that build rather 
than foreclose cultural and social life. Attending to the emotional impacts 
of Asian racial formation attunes us to the Asian feminist, queer, and trans 
forms of care that exist alongside and through inscrutability. Tis book em-
phasizes surface relations because the negative afects of racial surfacing 
do not preclude Asian American sociality but open the social horizon to 
feminist, trans, and queer afnities. Where Orientalist discourses of the per-
petual foreigner and post-racial liberal projects isolate in their mandated in-
dividualism, queer aesthetic practices of inscrutability are ardently relational 
and reaching for something else. 

When Asian American life appears in mainstream media, racial tropes of 
surface inscrutability are often reinforced. Consider, for instance, a recent 
incident when a dean at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology described 
a Korean American candidate as “yet another textureless math grind” who 
“looked like a thousand other Korean kids.”27 Te indistinguishable, “texture-
less” surface imposed on this Asian American applicant, described without 
“American” claim, constructs not only a racialized surface exterior but also 
an unremarkable interior. Such evacuation of Asian American feeling reveals 
public neglect of Asian American life, care, and well-being. What is cen-
tered in these mainstream news items is not the particular lived experience 
of Asian Americans but a reiterated positioning of Asianness as social pe-
riphery, mute in the margins. 

If Asia and Asian American history continue to be constructed as the 
outer limit, then Asian American psychic life bears the burden of holding 
histories that do not otherwise surface in national narratives. Tese lost his-
tories and disavowed memories comprise a racialized loss formative of Asian 
American psychic life, one that reiterates spatial aesthetics of exteriority and 
interiority. As David Eng and Shinhee Han write, “Tese losses and voices 
are melancholically displaced from the external world into the internal world 
of the psyche.”28 Asian American bodies, rendered as inscrutable surface, 
function to create the bodily surface as the compartmentalized container to 
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a private interior life. Asian American psychic health sufers from the pub-
lic dismissal of Asian and Asian American histories. Te losses brought on 
by external political and economic structures are internalized by Asian and 
Asian American people to constitute a racialized interiority founded in the 
absorption of such loss, trauma, and displaced history. 

Depicted as ghostly, inconsequential, or forgotten, Asian American history, 
politics, and culture are often discounted as lacking real content. If there is 
no public recognition of Asian American history, politics, or culture, there 
can be no common ground on which violence and injustice, let alone grief, 
healing, and care, among Asian Americans are discussed. Tis lacuna occa-
sions silent sufering in a neoliberal society. In an oft-cited line of the essay 
“Mourning and Melancholia,” Sigmund Freud writes that “the patient is aware 
of the loss which has given rise to his melancholia, but only in the sense that 
he knows whom he has lost but not what he has lost in him.”29 As Eng and 
Han have written, the efect of the introjected lost “what” indexes the inscru-
table factor as central not only to Asian racialization but to ego formation 
writ large. Tey write, “Te pervasiveness of the model minority stereotype 
in our contemporary vocabulary works, then, as a melancholic mechanism 
facilitating the erasure and loss of repressed Asian American histories and 
identities. Tese histories and identities can return only as a type of ghostly 
presence.”30 Anne Anlin Cheng describes how the racialized American thus 
loses the self as a marker of legitimacy and instead feels the “installation of a 
scripted context of perception.”31 

Who benefts from this sufering? Te evacuation and neglect of Asian 
and Asian diasporic lives have become normalized for the maintenance of 
global racial capitalism. Long-standing representations of Asians as silent 
exteriority are optimized in late capitalism to consolidate Asian tropes as 
ideal workers in racial hierarchies: self-regulating, cheap, in abundant sup-
ply, apolitical, eager to perform well. Whether model minority or migrant 
worker, the Asian American is often stereotyped as a robotic laborer whose 
social function revolves around economic efciency, hard work, and profes-
sional success at all costs. Te reality of complex Asian American feeling, of 
racial mourning and melancholia, is difcultly registered by a public gaze 
that depends on the exploitation and invisibilization of Asian labor (local, 
national, and transnational) in late capitalism. Te racialization of trans-
national Asian fexible labor under neoliberalism, as studied by Aihwa Ong, 
is another form of hollow, disposable labor, evacuated of interior life relevant 
to public concern.32 
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Tis is all to locate the stakes of Surface Relations in the psychic, emo-
tional, social, and cultural endurance of people enfgured by Asian racial-
ization. If Asianness is confgured as ahistorical exteriority under Orientalist 
discourse, then, what is it to be produced as a racialized Asian subject? Te 
production of the Oriental as an unknowable other creates a subjective quan-
dary for those racialized through Orientalist surface aesthetics. What counter-
discourses might we need to foster the psychic and somatic well-being of 
Asian Americans (whether or not they identify as such)?33 How might a 
repurposed framework of Asian inscrutability allow for more supple self-
understandings of race, gender, and sexuality?34 Asian Americans lack col-
lective language and frameworks for making sense of their own experiences 
as racialized beings, even as Asian Americans create and sustain vibrant so-
cial worlds. 

Te invisibilization of “Asian American” as a racial category is not some-
thing that only impacts Asian people. Inscrutability can be useful not only 
for analyzing the performative forms and force of Asian American racializa-
tion but also for interdisciplinary studies of race, gender, sexuality, and mi-
noritarian aesthetics that may rely on the work of Asian American studies as 
an unspoken epistemic limit. Te case studies in the following chapters focus 
primarily on artists of Chinese and Japanese ancestry; however, this is not 
to suggest that East Asians are the proper representatives of Asian Amer-
ica.35 I write as the child of my single immigrant mother, who was born and 
raised in Taiwan, and as the grandchild of my maternal grandparents, whose 
arrival in San Francisco in the 1970s marked their second migration. It is 
from this positionality that I observe how East Asian racialization serves as a 
kind of racial limit not only for the reiterative consolidation of whiteness but 
also for coalition building among people of color (poc) in white-dominant 
spaces. Of course, not only Asian people are racialized as inscrutable, mys-
terious, and exotic. Tese social and political roles as the inscrutable other 
are textured and alchemized with other social conscriptions. Inscrutability 
can ofer us a lither way to pursue interdisciplinary studies of race and its 
dynamic formations while fghting white supremacist practices and parsing 
the particularities and tensions within racial experience. 

Contemporary scholars need to grapple with the “internal contradiction” 
posited by the Asian American for a capacious sense of the construction of 
diference.36 Often, the Asian American is conjured, if at all, as the triangulated 
third to a Black and white racial binary, either visualized as in solidarity with 
Black and brown populations in provisional poc status or in complicity with a 
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white monolith, thus reinforcing white supremacist hierarchies.37 Te Asian 
American racial position, as a shifting and contingent one, is relational, and 
its surface aesthetic is reiterated in theories of racial triangulation.38 Asian 
Americans and immigrants can feel lost within discourses of “people of 
color,” thus reinforcing a sense of unbelonging, foreignness, and cultural ob-
fuscation. Might we consider the modularity of Asian Americanness as pre-
mised on the queer formal construction of Asia as surface limit? 

A more robust discourse of inscrutability, from a subjective position not 
only about negation but also about productive space making, allows for bet-
ter access and recognition of care networks that already exist, as constitutive 
of Asian American and minoritarian cultures.39 While it is true that Asian 
American psychic formation relies on an endemic relationship to loss, these 
legacies of trauma through war, poverty, displacement, racism, and misogyny 
have also produced their own intergenerational cultures, through scholarly, ar-
tistic, and literary engagements with trauma, loss, and healing. Inscrutability’s 
story does not end with the loss of legibility. In fact, loss is formative. Surface 
relations, as lived practices, may necessarily elude dominant optics but may 
be glimpsed in visual, literary, and performance art forms. 

Performing Inscrutability as Reparative Knowing 

To come into social life through surfaces is to fgure queerly in a world pre-
mised on the exploration of depth. Surface Relations tends to the internal 
life and afective dimensions of Asian American racialization without over-
determining its content. Rather than attempt to penetrate a depth model 
of truth, this book notes the hetero-colonial tensions that arise from such a 
methodology, and instead focuses on Asian American appearance through 
this interaction of surface. How has the racial category “Asian American” 
itself taken on an inscrutable form: all exterior surface with ambiguous inte-
rior content? If we understand Asianness as that which is understood as pure 
screen for American projection, and “Asian American” as a still-questioned 
political signifer, then we must consider the productive work of inscrutable 
signs, known for emptiness, silence, or absence. 

Asian inscrutability queers knowledge because it refuses the high valuation 
of modern thought as a kind of colonial capture. Tis book follows in the In-
digenous, Black, anti-racist, feminist, and queer intellectual legacies that have 
destabilized modern foundations of knowledge by historicizing the vio-
lence exacted by Western thought. When queerness is informed by race 
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and systemic violence, as desires and cultures that persist in the face of po-
licing and violence, then the stealth expressions of queer lifeworlds can be 
better glimpsed through the language of inscrutability. Within such tradi-
tions, the limits of knowledge need not be threatening. As Audra Simpson 
writes, “Rather than stops, or impediments to knowing, those limits may be 
expansive in their ethnographic nonrendering and in what they do not tell 
us.”40 Inscrutability extends what Sedgwick posits as “practices of repara-
tive knowing.”41 Reparative knowing practices of inscrutability can navigate 
forms of racial melancholia that Asian Americans face through persistent 
construction as hollow exteriority. An analytic of inscrutability can be un-
derstood as a kind of reparative surface reading, one that is attuned to the 
productive force of what can be sensed, including sensory negations in racial 
and queer forms.42 

I write toward a reparative knowing practice that is for the Asian Ameri-
can becoming-subject whose social neglect can seem to foreclose modes of 
relating to the self and others. To cruise not only for an external object of de-
sire but for a desirous future self is queer work.43 As Eng and Han’s theory of 
intersubjective becoming suggests, the search for oneself is not isolated from 
a search for a broader sense of belonging. Te dearth of Asian American 
form in popular culture and national histories has necessitated a pedagogy 
of non-identitarian afnities and queer relations for those seeking Asian re-
fection. Animating Asian American sense is a queer form of minoritarian 
performance, because to sense out Asian forms within an American frame 
is necessarily to be in ambiguous, open, and reparative relation. Te frst 
chapter of this book will consider the vanishing point of Asian American 
visuality, particularly for Asian American women, as a productive horizon 
line in Asian American aesthetics. Relational aesthetics and embodied per-
formance produce and share other ways of knowing and becoming. 

Minoritarian performance of inscrutability is a mode of creating and in-
habiting other worlds with one’s body in relation to other bodies, if for the 
most feeting of moments. Surface Relations begins with this premise that 
inscrutable Asian racial form produces a surface of internal and external life 
and documents how the body unfxes this dyad through relational perfor-
mance. Tose embodied moments potentiate relief from the stultifying lone-
liness and self-doubt from shame and racial melancholia. Te performing 
body critiques and subverts the binarized deployments of Asian American 
experience as either pure exteriority or interiority. Tese moments of mi-
noritarian performance occasion other forms of connection and possibility 
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that exist from a vantage point that may not precisely be located but inhab-
ited and moved through. Te performing body can be said to experience, 
index, and ask after something through its movement as living form. 

As queer and racial form, performances of inscrutability problematize the 
perceptibility of life. Made possible by the feld of performance studies, this 
book’s focus on aesthetic modes of inscrutability follows in a genealogy of José 
Esteban Muñoz’s formulation of “the burden of liveness” for queers of color 
and minoritarian performers. Willful inscrutability in these pages follows 
Karen Shimakawa’s theories of abject mimicry, that is, as an abject mime 
of the inscrutable other trope. As Shimakawa shows, Asianness has fgured 
as the site of disgust and shame, that which should be abjected from the 
national body; moreover, the reiterative task of doing such racial abjection is 
labored on Asian Americans whose national belonging is contingent on suc-
cessful performances of sexuality and nationality that mollify the perceived 
threat of Asianness. I name these two scholars and mentors here not only to 
credit their pivotal theories but also to index how Muñoz and Shimakawa 
together have mentored generations of performance scholars, such that to 
write “queer performance studies” or “minoritarian performance studies” as 
I almost do here feels redundant. Tis book is rooted, then, in the utopic part 
of the feld that Muñoz and Shimakawa have tended, where the body’s pos-
sibility and relational force are best understood through entangled rhetorics 
of performance, race, gender, sexuality, and nation. If “there are a (limited) 
number of preexisting ways of reading the abject Asian American body,” then 
this book formulates the performance of inscrutability as a specifc strategy 
of disidentifcation and mimetic abjection from the stereotype of Asian as 
inscrutable other.44 Trough performance methodology, the dynamic matter 
of the body, in its inscrutability and its imaginative interpretations and ca-
pacities, is the primary grounds of my readings. While performance seems 
to name that which disappears in its moment of appearance, its ephemerality 
does not delimit its perlocutionary efects. It is through performance’s ca-
pacious temporality and liminality that inscrutability may be glimpsed. Te 
body, whether conjured through written text or captured on flm or labored 
through in performance art, troubles the abstraction that inscrutability could 
connote in its materiality, in its perception efects, and in its temporal and spa-
tial specifcities and decided critique of universalism. As Amin, Musser, and 
Pérez write, “To speak of the world-making capacity of aesthetic forms is 
not a willful act of naivety (though such acts of unknowing have their own 
value), but a way to keep critical practice vital and resist the downward pull 
of political surrender.”45 
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Minoritarian Performance Aesthetics of Obfuscation 

Inscrutable surfacing negotiates the burden of liveness that performers of 
color are taxed with on and of theatrical stages. Te stakes of liveness, the 
burden to perform as a legible subject for a dominant gaze, and the impos-
sibility of a neutral context shape most any imaginable conversation we can 
have about history, temporality, and futurity for minoritarian life. José Es-
teban Muñoz intervenes in the “obstructive fetish” of liveness in the feld of 
performance studies and writes: “Some performances are structured through 
historically embedded cultural mandates that the body of color, the queer 
body, the poor body, the woman’s body perform his or her existence for elite 
eyes. Tis performance is positioned within the dominant culture as a substi-
tute for historical and political representation. Tus, performing beyond the 
channels of liveness and entering larger historical narratives seems especially 
important.”46 Listen for the resonance of Muñoz’s words for Asian Ameri-
cans, for whom “historical and political representation” remains tenuous, 
though some perform their “existence for elite eyes” as minorities ofered 
provisional status in white-dominant institutions. Considering the charge 
of “negative personality” and evacuated interiority, Asian inscrutability can 
be said to index the burden of liveness as a burden of liveliness, of reassur-
ing afective comportment that aligns one as a model minority who will not 
threaten dominant structures of liberal multicultural warmth and white fra-
gility.47 To focus on Asian American performance, as a vital part of a feld of 
minoritarian performance, is to expand the study of compulsory liveliness for 
those who embody diference. Inscrutability is such a performance “beyond 
the channels of liveness” without forfeiting Asian American life. Trough 
Muñoz’s infuential phrasing of “minoritarian performance” and “queers of 
color,” this book resides in the relationship between these discursive forma-
tions and Asian American aesthetics. 

Inscrutability troubles modern optics of and mandates for monolithic life 
and liveliness. Here I think with Mel Chen’s writing on animacies and Sianne 
Ngai’s writing on animatedness, with implications for queer and Asian tem-
poralities. Asian and queer liveliness have symbolized twinned threats to the 
futurity of American modernity: Asianness as contagion and economic ruin 
through yellow perilism (as evidenced perennially through rhetorics of China 
as disease) and queerness as existential ruin through hiv/aids and non-
heteronormative reproduction. Jasbir Puar’s scholarship on Muslim / Arab / 
Middle Eastern terrorist assemblages, through Orientalist discursive forma-
tions of queerness, brilliantly shows the volatile movements of these forms. 
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If Asian life has been that which might infect and end the white supremacist 
state’s economic virility, then what do Asian racial forms of inscrutability 
teach us about the performance of other lifeworlds and temporalities? 

Inscrutability is aligned with racial, gender, and sexual performatives that 
cohere around what I call minoritarian aesthetics of obfuscation.48 Aesthetic 
modes of inscrutability describe senses of racial, feminist, and queer perfor-
mance that route political and cultural life away from identitarian fxity and 
representation as the desirable political horizon. We may note the central-
ity of Asian American diasporic feminist and queer thinkers in constellating 
such a study, namely in Karen Shimakawa’s mimetic abjection, Gayatri Gopi-
nath’s discussion of impossibility and queer-sighted vision, Homay King’s re-
working of Jean Laplanche’s enigmatic signifer, and Karen Tongson’s remote 
intimacies.49 Trough their writings, the abject, the impossible, the enig-
matic, and the remote signal other afnity formations, other sensory modes, 
and other doings that render being and becoming otherwise imaginable. 

I align my thinking with feminist and queer scholars whose work on his-
tory, memory, culture, and the body are navigated through aesthetics of ob-
fuscation, deferral, withholding, and nonappearance. Engaging the writings 
of Édouard Glissant, Christina A. León articulates how opacity “instead in-
vokes the visual through a resistance to the kind of gaze that desires mastery, 
simplicity, and knowability, and which all too often aligns with sexist and 
colonial desires.”50 I also learn from Tina Post’s writings on deadpan, surface, 
and monochrome in Black expressive cultures; Sarah Stefana Smith’s work on 
surface and camoufage in Black feminist visual arts; and Colleen Kim Dani-
her’s writings on racial ambiguity and racial modulation as a crucial rethinking 
of mixed-race discursive contributions to contemporary racial aesthetics.51 I 
understand the writing of these scholars and Surface Relations to name and 
posit forth the urgency in swerving away from liberal impulses to cohere, 
to identify, in a word, to assimilate to existing terms of empathic life—all 
without forfeiting studies of “complex personhood” and historic dynamics of 
gendered racialization.52 Tese scholars work with anti-identitarian aesthet-
ics of obfuscation that maintain a relationship with diference at the same 
time as they refuse to perform essentialized diference, working in the debt 
and genealogy of women-of-color thinkers who refused a separatist politics 
that would forsake their intersectional activist commitments.53 I constel-
late these scholars with a rich genealogy of performance scholars, includ-
ing Daphne Brooks, Joshua Chambers-Letson, Summer Kim Lee, Roy Pérez, 
Iván Ramos, Sandra Ruiz, and Shane Vogel, from whom I learn about modes 
of being, becoming, and belonging that cannot be neatly segregated into 
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analyses of gender, race, sexuality, or nation in a single axis but also cannot 
be encompassed through rhetorics of intersectionality or equality, as these 
spatial metaphors suggest the possibility of separating social axes into dis-
tinct or comparable specimens for study. 

Within these minoritarian aesthetics is a need to consider the racialization 
of lively afect and its construction of social possibility. Inspired by Audra 
Simpson’s work, Lilian Mengesha and Lakshmi Padmanabhan write, “Refusal 
asks us to reconsider the emotional, psychological, and embodied stakes of 
engagement—engaging in liberal state politics, engaging in representation, 
engaging in debate—because at the other end of that engagement for people 
of color, queer and trans bodies, is the punishment of excessiveness: we are 
too political, too sensitive, rude, loud, too argumentative. More succinctly, 
perhaps, we are often too much alive.”54 Yet, as we have seen through the 
racial construction of Asians as pure exteriority/interiority, these afective 
characterizations of excess can but often do not resonate for Asian Ameri-
can populations. In an American racial landscape, Asian Americans present 
a diferent kind of problem than being “too much alive” but rather not lively 
enough. Te charge of not being lively, however, carries its own emotional, 
psychological, and political stakes, such that the very liveliness of Asian 
American culture and humanity is questioned. Asian Americans might be 
thought exceptional to racial excessiveness, such that to suggest a racial poli-
tics of inscrutability may stoke anxieties of Asian American apoliticality. So 
long as Asian Americans are formally conjured as hollow surfaces, Asian 
performativity is in a tense relation not only with white comportment but 
also with poc political afect. 

Asian inscrutability disturbs the emotionality of political expression. While 
my task in the remaining pages of this book is to detail and think through the 
stakes of such an Asian American aesthetic theory, and how this racial form 
has occasioned an Asian American afective theory, I respect the caution that 
generations of scholars, from Mitsuye Yamada to Shireen Roshanravan, have 
voiced in noting the limitations of silence, invisibility, and infrapolitics.55 Tis 
book does not build a “strong theory” for the inscrutability of Asian American 
and diasporic life.56 More nearly, following Sedgwick, inscrutability can be un-
derstood as a weak theory in the service of minoritarian fourishing and queer 
speculative historiography.57 Inscrutability warrants thought, as it allows for 
a more agile reckoning with Asian American subject formation that does 
not police Asian American life as always already needing to either defend 
its viability or apologize for existing. Asian American inscrutability is not 
only ever a reiteration of the status quo, of quiet passing, of model minority 
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respectability. As with most strategies or tools, there is no inherent political 
agenda to inscrutability.58 I ofer my intellectual energy to formulate inscru-
tability as an aesthetic strategy that artists have used to destabilize binaristic 
racial, gender, and sexual knowledge production. Especially for the political, 
cultural, and social life of Asian Americans, engaging with inscrutability ofers 
vital paths forward. 

Aesthetic Modes of Inscrutability 

Inscrutability as a feminist and queer-of-color aesthetic strategy contrib-
utes to conversations in anti-identitarian critique, post-racial neoliberalism, 
and queer formalism by ofering a framework for sensing Asianness not as a 
racial form consistent with multicultural logics of assimilation but as a form 
latent with stealth obfuscation, political critique, and innovative social forms. 
As that which cannot be searched into or understood, and which may evade 
dominant terms of liveness, I think through inscrutability in performances of 
invisibility, silence, unreliability, fatness, and distance. I have identifed these 
modes through reading and viewing cultural productions that use these ra-
cialized and gendered tropes as aesthetic form. Each of these modes func-
tions, to some degree, as both aesthetic dynamic and afective mood. Each 
names a minoritarian aesthetic and afect in contemporary Asian American 
expressive culture. Te chapters make their way through diferent material 
surfaces: flm, canvas, skin, page, photograph, and cassette tape. 

Te frst three chapters of this book think through the Orientalist romance 
of Asian female negation, through aesthetic modes of invisibility, silence, and 
impenetrability, to consider how it is that Asian woman, trans, and nonbi-
nary artists navigate the conventional, Orientalist modes of engaging with 
their bodies. From this introduction, the book tackles the trope of invisibility 
and disappearance in Asian American performance cultures, whether that be 
in the language of a lack of media representation or in the operatic suicides 
of Asian female tragic lovers. Chapter 1, “Invisibility and the Vanishing Point of 
Asian/American Visuality,” studies the trope of invisibility as one such mode 
whose productive force performs the nonappearance of Asian Americans 
as though a fact of contemporary life. Studying the aesthetic production of 
Asian invisibility allows us to contend with an American phenomenon where 
Asianness can only appear by disappearing. In this sense, the purported lack 
of representation of Asian Americans cannot be separated from misogynist 
and patriarchal nationalist forces that render feminine forms legible only 
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through hyper-hetero-sexualization and colonial conquest. Put another way, 
the chapter on invisibility thinks through the trope of Asian female suicide, 
as romanticized in the butterfy character, where invisibility does not name 
the absence of Asian women but rather its spectacularized and sexualized 
self-erasure to uphold white Euro-American state power. I turn to the art-
work of Asian American and diasporic artists, including Denise Uyehara, 
who use the vanishing point as the grounds for desire and sexual pleasure. 

I argue that to resign inscrutability only to a position of victimization is to 
concede too much, as though sufering is the proper criterion for minoritar-
ian life. Indeed, what a study of inscrutability allows is an observation of the 
blur between aesthetic form and circulated afect of Asian racialization. In 
an ocularcentric world of liberalism, afect may be the only way in which 
aesthetics of inscrutability may be sensed. In chapter 2, “Silence and Parasitic 
Hospitality in the Works of Yoko Ono, Laurel Nakadate, and Emma Sulko-
wicz,” I consider artists who mime these tropes as conventions that provide 
a framework for interpretation and critique. Ono, Nakadate, and Sulkowicz 
are not so much reifying a stereotype of Asian/American silence and hos-
pitality in my reading so much as each artist is in their own way identify-
ing pervasive discourses of silence and hospitality that set the stage for their 
work. By acknowledging and working with these socio-environmental giv-
ens, the artists can navigate market and everyday demands and strictures of 
legibility as well as potentiate other readings of embodied performance and 
practice of ethical encounter. 

My third and fourth chapters consider artists’ invocation of Asian unre-
liability specifcally through the materiality and penetrability of surface. In 
chapter 3, “Im/penetrability, Trans Figuration, and Unreliable Surfacing,” I 
consider the role of skin cutting in three contemporary novels, where the sur-
face of the queer and/or trans Asian protagonist’s body is mutable. Tis change-
ability is also refected in the protagonist’s unreliable narration; this trans 
and feminine, and transfeminine, unreliability has not only distressed white 
nation-building eforts but is also what has historically occasioned masculin-
ist anxiety in Asian American studies. Tis discussion of surface unreliability 
is continued in chapter  4, “Flatness, Industriousness, and Laborious Flex-
ibility,” through the installation work of Mika Tajima and the performance 
collective New Humans. I study how the inscrutability of Asiatic racial form 
is played with in Tajima’s repurposing of 1960s modular ofce furniture, 
allowing for an economic analysis of Asian unreliability in the rhetoric of 
fexibility—that is, fexible labor. By retooling the fat monochrome canvases 
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of cubicle furniture, as a kind of racialized modern form, Tajima critiques the 
optimization of economic efciency in neoliberal capitalism. 

In the last two chapters, the book turns toward a discussion of fatness 
and distance, both functioning as racialized afects and forms of inscrutabil-
ity. For a recent example relevant to academic audiences, I write about the 
characterization of Asians and Asian Americans as having negative or low per-
sonality ratings in the admissions scandal at Harvard University, reminiscent 
of broader criticism of Asian/Americans as aliens or apathetic citizens. In 
chapter 5, “Distance, Negativity, and Slutty Sociality in Tseng Kwong Chi’s 
Performance Photographs,” I write about distance as racialized afect as well 
as artistic choice and material condition in performance artist Tseng Kwong 
Chi’s use of geographic and temporal distance throughout his ten-year self-
portraiture/landscape series during the hiv/aids emergency of the 1980s. 
Te chapter analyzes Tseng’s photographs to articulate a practice of slutty 
solidarity and queer coordination that is enacted through his performances 
of distance. 

Te book closes with “Something Is Missing,” a consideration of the me-
ticulous documentation practices of Tehching Hsieh and Linda Montano’s 
famed year-long performance work, Rope Piece, in asking how inscrutability, 
via withholding, changes archiving practices. Taken together, these chapters 
ofer a way to grapple with contemporary Asian racialization as something 
other than the missing identity, as a hollow and fading referent, in a list of 
races. Rather, attending to the productive force of this missing identifcation 
becomes the project of this book. 

Surface Relations addresses the dangers of expectant self-sufciency, di-
minishment, and invisibilization of Asian/American communities (commonly 
circulated through the model minority myth, persistent in academic institu-
tions and elsewhere) as well as the need to collectivize comparative racialized 
and gendered feelings of inscrutability, urgent in a political climate that threat-
ens both to disavow and to recruit diference—specifcally Asian, feminine, 
and queer diference—under US neoliberal post-racial capitalism. I write 
this book with my students in mind, particularly Asian American, queer, and 
trans students who are working toward world-making in a reality that speaks 
in identity politics that often do not include them. With this book, I hope to 
ofer conceptual frameworks for interpreting and practicing sociality other-
wise, with critiques of the elevation of knowing over relating, and for extending 
curiosity for afective modes whose social potentials are currently dismissed. 
Te broader signifcance of this project lies in the alternative world-making 
imagined, materialized, and made shareable through minoritarian aesthetic 
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encounter. While under modernism, the inscrutable has been marginalized 
historically, politically, and legally, inscrutable practices of performance and 
spectatorship index that which cannot be anticipated. As such, inscrutability 
as a concept carries with it not only the threat of demise but also the prospect 
of hope in the unknown. 
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Notes 

Introduction 

My heartfelt thanks to Courtney Berger and J de Leon for instrumental feed-
back on this introduction. 

1 As Khan writes, “I don’t remember a day when I wasn’t waiting to take shape, 
to have a shape that was legible and independent with meaning.” Khan, 
“Acoustic Sound Blanket.” 

2 Khan, Acoustic Sound Blankets, 2018; Khan, Acoustic Sound Blankets, 2017. 
3 Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “inscrutable, adj. and n.,” accessed March 14, 

2016, http://www.oed.com. 
4 When I use the phrase racial performativity, I refer to something that is less 

about the conscious and omnipotent performance of race and more consistent 
with the discourse that José Esteban Muñoz describes as the playful “doing” 
otherwise by racial and sexual minoritarian subjects. I think with Karen 
Shimakawa’s theory of mimetic abjection in Asian American performance 
and the “insubordinate playfulness” that can arise from provisionally adopting 
racial tropes. See Muñoz, “Feeling Brown, Feeling Down”; and Shimakawa, 
National Abjection, 104. 

5 For instance, the origins of the word Asia refer to “east” and “rising,” thereby 
inscribing the word with a geopolitical and spatial orientation. Jack Kuo Wei 
Tchen shows, T-O maps from 1581 visualize India as the eastern extreme of 
the Asian landmass, later extended by China as the Far East. Tchen and Yeats, 
Yellow Peril!, 37–48. Te reader might think of contemporary idioms of China 
or Japan as “on the other side of the world,” reproducing a visual and spatial 
understanding of Asian opposition and Euro-American centrality. “Where are 
you really from?” is a quotidian speech act through which Asian American 
people face this imaginary of being at a perpetual remove. 

6 Chow, “How (the) Inscrutable Chinese Led to Globalized Teory,” 70. Of course, 
the coproduction of modern femininity as inscrutable in the age of empire is no 
coincidence. As Rebecca Schneider writes of Woman, “Even as [‘she’] is ubiqui-
tously given to be seen, she simultaneously signifes a firtatious impossibility of 
access, a paradoxical ‘reality’ only of dream, of shadow, always beyond reach, 
always already lost” (Te Explicit Body in Performance, 6). Elizabeth Grosz 
ofers, “Woman (upper case and in the singular) remains philosophy’s eternal 
enigma, its mysterious and inscrutable object—this may be a product of the 
rather mysterious and highly restrained and contained status of the body in 
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general, and of women’s bodies in particular, in the construction of philosophy 
as a mode of knowledge” (Volatile Bodies, 4–5). 

7 Chen, Animacies. 
8 Mae Ngai, Impossible Subjects, 2. 
9 Robert Chang writes, “Because the broader Asiatic category had yet to come 

fully into existence, the attribution of foreignness on the racialized Chinese 
body was extended piecemeal to other Asian groups” (“Te Invention of Asian 
Americans,” 954). 

10 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 15–17. 
11 “It’s a Modern China Tat Treatens a Row.” 
12 Tchen and Yeats describe the contemporaneous, yellow perilist depiction of Fu 

Manchu (1913) as “bizarre, ‘queer,’ non-heteronormative” (Yellow Peril!, 5). See 
also Chen’s writing on Fu Manchu in Animacies. 

13 Further, this article’s use of the word powwow betrays the haunted founda-
tions of the US nation through settler colonialist violence, since this imagined 
meeting of nations does not name the Indigenous stewards of the land except 
through appropriation of a word with Narragansett and Massachusett origins. 

14 Hong, “Te Slur I Never Expected to Hear in 2020.” 
15 In the time of a global pandemic and necessary face masking, we may consider 

inscrutability and Asian racial form in the matrix of face covering, inscrutable 
surfacing, and yellow peril. While covid-19 and face mask discourse en-
hanced centuries-old yellow perilism in the United States, once more casting 
Asian bodies as suspicious and toxic contagion, prominent elected ofcials 
refused to promote, let alone mandate, the wearing of face masks despite the 
fact that it soon became globally recognized as necessary in slowing the trans-
mission of the respiratory disease. In this sense, the historic and contemporary 
casting of Chinese (and Asians more broadly, as evidenced by panethnic 
anti-Asian hostilities) as inscrutable threat, and the association of face masks 
with Chinese and East Asians, informed public health policies that were 
slow to announce the vitality of face mask use. See Rogin and Nawaz, “‘We 
Have Been through Tis Before’”; and “Anti-Chinese Rhetoric Tied to Racism 
against Asian Americans.” Rather than address these histories of bias against 
Chinese and Asian people, Donald Trump issued a presidential proclamation 
on January 31, 2020, to restrict (unsuccessfully) travel to the United States 
from China, salting historic wounds when boasting, “We’re the ones that kept 
China out of here.” See Eder et al., “430,000 People Have Traveled from China 
to U.S. since Coronavirus Surfaced.” 

16 Chow’s critique of Derrida’s Orientalist hallucination of China as the basis of 
deconstruction is but one instance of the productive construction of Asian in-
scrutability for contemporary aesthetic theory. Performative readings of Asian 
inscrutability contribute to discussions of embodiment, liveness, performativ-
ity, and temporality constitutive of performance studies, in ways that seldom 
acknowledge the relevance of Asian aesthetic form and racialization. For 
instance, while Brechtian alienation efect is canonized in modern performance 
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history, the A-efect is often celebrated as an innovative theater device without 
crediting the Peking Opera performer Mei Lanfang or acknowledging Bertolt 
Brecht’s relation to Mei as an alienated viewer. See Kingston, Tripmaster 
Monkey. Special thanks to Colleen Lye for advising my undergraduate English 
honors thesis on Chinese American performances of alienation. 

17 Chow, “How (the) Inscrutable Chinese Led to Globalized Teory,” 71. 
18 Chow asks whether “simplifying and falsifying the other is not in fact funda-

mental, indeed indispensable, to the operations of cross-cultural, cross-ethnic 
representation” (“How (the) Inscrutable Chinese Led to Globalized Teory,” 
74). Chow argues that the performative reading of Chinese inscrutability occa-
sions globalized critical thought. 

19 Chow, “How (the) Inscrutable Chinese Led to Globalized Teory,” 72. 
20 Amin, Musser, and Pérez, “Queer Form,” 235. 
21 H. M. Nguyen, “Elegy for the First,” in Not Here, 17. 
22 Much of Asian American history, including wartime Japanese American 

incarceration and queer desire, can be described as forcefully closeted in 
US American history. Te closeting of Asian American history, culture, and 
experience is discursively produced through many scales, such as through eu-
phemisms of the Forgotten War or the Cold War. Long T. Bui suggests that the 
“shadow of exclusion can be interpreted as a kind of metaphorical or literary 
closet” for Chinese Americans (Bui, “Breaking into the Closet,” 133). Indeed, 
we may consider both the model minority and perpetual foreigner tropes as 
Asian forms of the closet, as sealed exteriority with unknown interiority. See 
Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet. Notably, Sedgwick’s literary period is of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a time of rapid movement 
in practices of racialization, migration, and empire, including Asian immigra-
tion. Yet the reader may notice, as Siobhan B. Somerville does, “the oscillating 
presence and absence of race” in Sedgwick’s analysis (“Feminism, Queer Teory, 
and the Racial Closet,” 198). Citing Sedgwick’s example of Esther coming out 
as Jewish, Somerville writes, “Te shimmering function of race in the text, that 
now-you-see-it-now-you-don’t quality, resembles, of course, the very mecha-
nisms of the closet that Sedgwick so powerfully delineates in the book” (198). 

23 I think here of Michel Foucault’s formulation of ars erotica in the foundational 
frst volume of Te History of Sexuality and Jasbir Puar’s critique of it in Ter
rorist Assemblages. 

24 Shin, “Te Asian American Closet.” Shin notes that race, unlike sexuality, 
cannot be so easily hidden but that Asian Americans may “cover” or mini-
mize markers of ethnic or racial foreignness. Tinking through the protective 
function of the closet, Shin suggests that the closet takes on a diferent use for 
“modern minority groups”: “Te closet works, not to assist assimilation, but to 
hinder it, by hiding ethnic practices so that outsider majority group members 
cannot observe, and by observing, learn to imitate, in misappropriative or 
denigrating ways” (26). In some ways, Surface Relations’s formulation of in-
scrutability can be understood along Shin’s description of a protective closet. 
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However, the inscrutable closet is not necessarily the utopic “space of comfort, 
freedom and self-expression” that Shin describes (29). Te inscrutable closet 
can be a crowded stage of negative afect, shot through with shame, loneliness, 
exhaustion, and intergenerational trauma. 

25 Here we may recall Dana Y. Takagi’s essay “Maiden Voyage,” and her critique 
that “the feld of Asian American Studies is mostly ignorant about the multiple 
ways that gay identities are often hidden or invisible within Asian American 
communities. But the irony is that the more we know, the less we know about 
the ways of knowing” (2). 

26 Kim Lee, “Staying In.” 
27 Kirp, “Diversity Hypocrisy.” 
28 Eng and Han, “A Dialogue on Racial Melancholia,” 353. My thanks to Ann 

Pellegrini for her graduate seminar on Freud, in which I frst read this text and 
appreciated the role of racial diference in psychoanalytic theory. 

29 Quoted in Eng and Han, “A Dialogue on Racial Melancholia,” 345. 
30 Eng and Han, “A Dialogue on Racial Melancholia,” 348. Avery Gordon’s writ-

ings on haunting as the performance of the ghost in modernization may be 
helpful here, to remind us that even when we do not know what exactly brings 
forth the ghost, the ghost has efects, and to be attuned to them is to come to a 
responsibility, as in an ability to respond. See Gordon, Ghostly Matters. 

31 Cheng, Te Melancholy of Race, 17. 
32 Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception. 
33 As Eng and Han observe, for many of Han’s gay Asian immigrant patients who 

struggle in the United States, they often do not consider the toll that racism 
takes on their lives in a neoliberal post-racial fantasy. Rather, they consider the 
difculties of migration, distance from loved ones, and the negotiation of their 
sexualities. 

34 I think here of Ann Pellegrini’s ofering of psychoanalysis, at its best, as “will 
to un-know, un-do, and be un-done, practices of un-knowing and un-doing in 
which no one is or need be the master once and for all” (“Queer Structures of 
Religious Feeling,” 244). 

35 I hope this book’s ideas on Asian inscrutability will be useful to cross-
disciplinary readers as an expansive analytic for racial aesthetics. In Yellow 
Peril!, Tchen and Yeats show how the longer histories of xenophobia, Islamo-
phobia, antisemitism, yellow perilism, and Orientalism must be thought to-
gether in the construction of, variously, the Orient, the East, and Asia. I invite 
readers to make use of these theories of inscrutability when analyzing other 
signifers of the East or the Orient. 

36 Chuh, Imagine Otherwise. Chuh’s phrasing of “internal contradiction” might 
also remind the reader of Sedgwick’s language of “internal incoherence and 
mutual contradiction” to describe sexual common sense (Epistemology of the 
Closet, 1). 

37 C. J. Kim, “Te Racial Triangulation of Asian Americans.” 
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38 For more on contingency and Asian American feminist relationality, see 
Huang and Kim Lee, “Performances of Contingency.” 

39 Collective spaces that center the psychic and emotional well-being of Asian 
Americans exist. Here we may index the proliferation of resources and work-
shops for Asian American communities, whether through community organ-
izations like the Asian American Resource Center or Te Cosmos or individuals 
like Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha and Yumi Sukigawa, or look to the 
meditation and healing practices of various artists, like those featured in the 
Smithsonian Asian Pacifc American Center’s online exhibition Care Package. 
Tese collective spaces are remarkable for addressing Asian American internal 
life, including for Asian American women, queers, and trans people. 

40 Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus, 113. 
41 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, 149. 
42 Best and Marcus, “Surface Reading.” 
43 Here we may recall Chow’s earlier reading of Derrida’s alienation at Chi-

nese script and note how subsequent generations of Asian Americans may 
feel similarly estranged from Asian scripts and “mother tongues.” For Eng 
and Han, this intimate relationship to one’s alienation from a sense of the 
mother, from a sense of endemic belonging, structures Asian American 
formation. Recall that Eng and Han initially wrote “A Dialogue on Racial 
Melancholia” with not only second-generation immigrants in mind but also 
sexual minorities. 

44 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 125. 
45 Amin, Musser, and Pérez, “Queer Form,” 238. 
46 Muñoz, Disidentifcations, 188. 
47 Here, I refer to the released reports of Harvard College admissions, noting the 

“negative personality” scores of Asian American applicants. See chapter 5 for 
more. 

48 I think here of and am indebted to the participants of two conference col-
laborations: the American Studies Association Visual Culture Caucus session, 
organized by Kyle Frisina, Vivian L. Huang, Christina León, Tina Post, and Sarah 
Stefana Smith, titled “Visualizing In/Emergence: Race, Aesthetics and the Ethics 
of Obfuscation,” Atlanta, GA, November 2018; and a seminar at the annual 
Association for the Study of the Arts of the Present (asap) meeting called 
“Surface Aesthetics, Eroticism, and Racial Abstraction in Neofascist Times,” 
organized by Alex Pittman, Amber Jamilla Musser, Pablo Assumpção Barros 
Costa, and Vivian L. Huang, College Park, MD, October 2019. 

49 Shimakawa, National Abjection; Gopinath, Impossible Desires; Gopinath, 
Unruly Visions; King, Lost in Translation; Tongson, Relocations. 

50 León, “Forms of Opacity,” 378. 
51 See Post, “Williams, Walker, and Shine”; Smith, “Surface Play”; and Daniher, 

“Yella Gal.” 
52 Gordon, Ghostly Matters; Chuh, Imagine Otherwise. 
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53 For instance, see Combahee River Collective, “Combahee River Collective 
Statement”; Lorde, Sister Outsider; Woo, “Letter to Ma”; and Anzaldúa, 
Borderlands / La Frontera. 

54 Mengesha and Padmanabhan, “Introduction to Performing Refusal / Refusal to 
Perform,” 7. 

55 Yamada, “Invisibility Is an Unnatural Disaster”; Roshanravan, “Weaponizing 
Our (In)Visibility.” 

56 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, 133–36. 
57 For more on queer-of-color critique and speculation, see Takemoto, “Looking 

for Jiro Onuma”; and Nyong’o, Afro Fabulations. 
58 Indeed, one could write a book about how Asian inscrutability has been used 

to leverage some Asian Americans into positions of power, or to leverage 
certain optics of racial diversity to reinforce white-dominant institutions. 

1. Invisibility and the Vanishing Point of Asian/ 
American Visuality 

1 Palumbo-Liu, Asian/American, 4; Yamada, “Invisibility Is an Unnatural Disas-
ter,” 32; Waxman, “A ‘History of Exclusion.’” 

2 During my television deep dive during the coronavirus pandemic, it became 
obvious how formulaic the murder or death of an East Asian woman character 
still is in moving along the show’s plot. For example, see the hbo reboot of 
Perry Mason, Amazon’s Te Wilds, and Peacock’s Girls5eva. 

3 For more about the Orientalist obsession with the self-sacrifcing Asian 
woman as an aesthetic convention that must be identifed in order to be prob-
lematized, see Huang, “‘What Shall We Do?’”; and Huang, “Endlings by Celine 
Song (Review).” 

4 See, for instance, Augsberger et al., “Culturally Related Risk Factors of Suicidal 
Ideation.” I examine Asian gender and self-harm in this book’s third chapter, 
on skin surfacing, impenetrability, and trans fguration. 

5 “Whether or not they were actually sex workers or self-identifed under that 
label, we know that as massage workers, they were subjected to sexualized vio-
lence stemming from the hatred of sex workers, Asian women, working class 
people, and immigrants” (Red Canary Song, “Red Canary Song Response to 
Shootings”). 

6 Mitra, Kang, and Clutario, “It’s Time to Reckon with the History of Asian 
Women in America.” 

7 Red Canary Song, “Red Canary Song Response to Shootings,” 2. 
8 D. Rodríguez, “Te Asian Exception and the Scramble for Legibility.” 
9 Consider how the rhetoric of anti-Asian hate became a point of contention 

within Asian American intellectual and activist circles after Atlanta. As the 
hashtag #StopAAPIHate circulated and media coverage of anti-Asian racism 
increased, many scholars advocated for a move away from the language of hate 
and toward white supremacy, systemic racism, and US militarism. As Dylan 
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